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Consider the problem minx2X maxi2I fi (x) where X is a onvex set, I is a nite set
of indi es and fi (x)'s are ontinuous on ave fun tions of x. In this arti le, we study a hara terization of x 2 X at whi h the minimax value is a hieved. We also study some appli ations of the
hara terization.
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1. Introdu tion
Minimax is an important topi in optimization. There are two fundamental ideas to
solve minimax problems.
The rst is the sear h for a basis, tha is, for the problem
min max f (x; y)

x 2X y 2Y

determine rst a nite subset B of X su h that
min max f (x; y) = min max f (x; y)
x 2B y 2Y
and then sear h an optimal x from B in nitely many steps.
The se ond is the determination of saddle point. A point (x ; y ) is alled a
saddle point of f (x; y) on the set X  Y if for any x 2 X and y 2 Y ,
f (x ; y)  f (x ; y )  f (x; y ):
x 2X y 2Y

It follows that for a saddle point (x ; y ),
min max f (x; y) = f (x ; y ) = max min f (x; y):
x 2X y 2Y
y 2Y x 2X
These two ideas have resulted two important mathemati al bran hes. P. L.
Chebyshev is probably the rst person who made an important ontribution to
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the rst idea. He dis overed theory of best approximation. The se ond idea was extensively studied by Von Neumann. He initiated game theory. Sin e Von Neumann,
many e orts have been made to nd various suÆ ient onditions for a point being
a saddle points. This involves a great deal of mathemati s in luding xed point
theory.
While a hudge amount of materials about minimax in the literature exist, we
sele t only a small part in this arti le. In fa t, in luding all subje ts about minimax
should be the duty of a book instead of an arti le. In this arti le, we will ommit
ourselves only to re ent developments on the rst idea.

2. Chebyshev Theorem
The original problem onsidered by Chebyshev is as follows: Given a list of values
of some real fun tion:
yk = f (xk ); k = 0; : : :; m;
nd a polynomial p of degree at most n (n < m) whi h provides the best approximation at these m points, that is, p minimizes
max jyk

p(xk )j:

k=0;:::;m

Chebyshev gave a beautiful result about the solution of this problem.
First, onsider m = n + 1. In this ase, the polynomial of the best approximation exists and is unique. Chebyshev proved that a polynomial p is the best
approximation if and only if for some h,
( 1)k h + p(xk ) = yk ;

for k = 0; : : :; n + 1:

Furthermore, h and p an be onstru ted expli itly. This p is alled a Chebyshev
interpolating polynomial.
For general m, a subset of n + 2 xk 's is alled a basis. Ea h basis  determines a
Chebyshev interpolating polynomial p and a value

h() = xmax
2 jyk p (xk )j:

k

A basis  is alled an extremal basis if
h( ) = max h()


where  is over all bases. Chebyshev showed the following.

Theorem 2.1 There exists a unique polynomial of best approximation. A polynomial p is the polynomial of best approximation if and only if p is a Chebyshev
interpolating polynomial for some extremal basis.

There are other ways to hara terize the extremal basis. In fa t, Chebyshev also
proved that  is an extremal basis if and only if
h( ) = max jyk p (xk )j:
k=0;:::;m
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(See [5℄.) For ea h polynomial p, de ne

I (p) = fi j jyi p(xi )j = max jyk p(xk )jg:
k=0;:::;m

I (p) is maximal if no polynomial q exists su h that I (p) 6= I (q) and I (p)  I (q).
From the se ond hara terization of the extremal basis, it is not hard to prove the
following.
Proposition 2.2  is an extremal basis if and only if I (p ) is maximal.
3. Linear Programming
Chebyshev problem an be transformed to a linear programming as follows:
min z
subje t to z  a0 + a1xk +    + an xnk yk  z
k = 0; : : :; m:
Note that this linear programming has n + 2 variables and 2(m + 1) onstraints. For
an extremal basis  , p would make n + 2 onstraints a tive (i.e., the equality sign
holds for those onstraints). This means that ea h extremal basis orresponds to a
feasible basis of the above linear programming in the following standard form.
min z
subje t to uk z = a0 + a1 xk +    + anxnk yk = z vk
uk  0; vk  0
k = 0; : : :; m:
Linear programming are losely related to minimax problems. In fa t, there are
several ways to transform linear programming to a minimax problem. For example,
onsider a linear programming
min
x
subje t to Ax = b
x0
and its dual
max bT y
subje t to AT y  :
For any feasible solution x of the original linear programming and any feasible solution y of the dual linear programming, x  bT y. The equality sign holds only if
the two feasible solutions are a tually optimal solutions for the two linear programming, respe tively. This is equivalent to the following minimax problem a hieves the
minimax value 0.
min max( x bT y; x; Ax b:b Ax; AT y

(x;y)

):
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4. Du-Hwang Theorem
In the previous two se tions, we see already two problem in the following form:
min
max fi (x):
x2X i=1;;m
Now, we onsider it with a little general onditions. We assume that X is a polytope
in Rn and fi (x)'s are ontinuous on ave fun tions of x. We will extend Chebyshev's
idea to this problem.
The simplest ase is m = n = 1. As shown in Figure 1, the minimum value of a
on ave fun tion f1 (x) on the interval [a; b℄ is a hieved at a or b. For m = 1 and

a

b

Fig. 1. The minimum point of a on ave fun tion.

general n, it is well-known that the minimum value of f1 (x) is a hieved at a vertex
of the polytope X . What we are interested in this arti le is the ase m > 1. If
m > 1 and n = 1, then as shown in Figure 2, g(x) = maxi=1;;m fi (x) is a pie ewise
on ave fun tion. Thus, the minimum value of g(x) on the interval [a; b℄ is a hieved
at an endpoint of a on ave pie e.
g(x)

f1
f2
f3

Fig. 2. A pie ewise on ave fun tion g(x).

Similarly, for m > 1, the polytope P an be divided into small regions in ea h of
whi h g(x) is on ave. These small regions an be de ned by

Xi = fx 2 X j fi (x) = g(x)g:
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P2
P1
P3
P4
P5

Fig. 3.

g-verti

es.

However, they may not be onvex. Thus, where the minimum value of g(x) an be
a hieved is not so easy to see. Du and Hwang [10℄ found that the minimum value of
g(x) an still be a hieved at a vertex of small regions where the vertex is de ned in
the following way.
Let us rst give a new de nition for the vertex of a polytope. Consider the
polytope X = fx j aTj x  bj ; j = 1;    ; kg. Denote J (x) = fj j aTj x = bj g. A point
x in X is a vertex if J (x) is maximal, i.e., there does not exist y 2 X su h that J (x)
is a proper subset of J (y). This de nition is di erent from the traditional one: x is
a vertex if x = 12 y + 12 z for y, z 2 X implies x = y = z . However, they are equivalent
for polytopes.
Now, a point x in X is alled a g-vertex if J (x) [ M (x) is maximal where
M (x) = fi0 j fi (x) = g(x)g:

Theorem 4.1 (Du and Hwang [11℄) The minimum value of g(x) is a hieved at
a g-vertex.
Proof. Let x be a minimum point for g(x). Sin e all fi (x) are ontinuous, there is
a neighborhood V of x su h that for any x 2 V , M (x)  M (x ). Let Y = fx 2 X j
aTj x = bj for j 2 J (x )g. Then x is a relative interior point of Y , that is, for any
x 2 Y and for suÆ iently small number , x + (x x) 2 Y . Consider a g-vertex
x^ su h that M (x) [ J (x )  M (^x) [ J (^x), i.e., M (x)  M (^x) and J (x )  J (^x).
The latter in lusion implies that x^ 2 Y . We will show that x^ is also a minimum
point. Therefore, the theorem is proved.
For ontradi tion, suppose that x^ is not a minimum point. Choose a positive 
suÆ iently small su h that
x() = x + (x x^) 2 V \ Y:
Thus, M (x())  M (x )  M (^x). Consider an index i 2 M (x()). Sin e x is a
minimum point of g(x), we have
fi (x ) < fi (^x); and fi (x )  fi (x()):
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Note that

x =

By the on avity of fi (x),

fi (x ) 
a ontradi tion. 2


1
x^ +
x():
1+
1+


1
fi (^x) +
f (x()) > fi (x );
1+
1+ i

Let us make some remarks on this minimax theorem.

Remark 1. A fun tion f is pseudo- on ave in a region if for any x and y in the

region and for any  2 [0; 1℄,

f (x + (1 )y)  min(f (x); f (y)):
The pseudo- on avity is learly weaker than the on avity. In the theorem, the
on avity of fi an be repla ed by the pseudo- on avity. For this repla ement, the
proof needs to be modi ed as follows: Choose a minimum point x with maximal
J (x) and a point x^ in Y with M (x )  M (^x). Find the existen e of V as above. By
the pseudo- on avity of fi (x),
fi (x )  min(fi (^x); fi (x())  fi (x );
for i 2 M (x()), x() = x + (^x x ) 2 Y \ V and  > 0. It follows that for
x() 2 Y \ V , x() is a minimum point. Note that all minimum points form a
losed set. There exists the maximum value  su h that x( ) is a minimum point.
Clearly, x( ) annot be a relative interior point of Y . (Otherwise, by the above
argument, we an obtain a larger  su h that x() is a minimum point.) Thus, J (x )
is a proper subset of J (x( )), ontradi ting the hoi e of x. We state the result of
this remark in the following.

Theorem 4.2 Let g(x) = maxi2I fi (x) where fi 's are ontinuous pseudo- on ave
fun tions and I is a nite set of indi es. Then the minimum value of g(x) over a
polytope is a hieved at a g-vertex.
Remark 2. An interior point x of X is a g-vertex i M (x) is maximal. In general,
for any g-vertex, there exists an extreme subset Y of X su h that M (x) is maximal
over Y . A point x in X is alled a riti al point if there exists an extreme set Y su h
that M (x) is maximal over Y . Thus, every g-vertex is a riti al point. However, the
inverse is false. For example, in Figure 3, the interior boundary of X2 onsists of
riti al points whi h are not g-verti es.
Remark 3. A similar result holds for the following minimax problem:

min
max f (x)
x x2I (x) i
where I (x) is a nite index set varying as x varies. The following is a useful form.
The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 4.1 (Figure 4).
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x( λ)

x*

^x

Fig. 4.

I (x) is de

ned on a subset of X

Theorem 4.3 Let g(x) = maxi2I fi (x) where fi 's are ontinuous and pseudo- on ave
fun tions in the interior of a onvex region X and I (x) is a nite index set de ned
on a ompa t subset X 0 of X . Denote M (x) = fi 2 I (x) j fi (x) = g(x)g. Suppose
that for any x 2 X , there exists a neighborhood of x su h that for any point y in the
neighborhood, M (y)  M (x). If the minimum value of g(x) over X is a hieved at
an interior point of X 0 , then this minimum value is a hieved at a riti al point, i.e.,
a point with maximal M (x) over X 0 . Moreover, if x is an interior minimum point
in X 0 and M (x)  M (y) for some y 2 X 0 , then y is a minimum point.
Remark 4. Du and Pardalos [13℄ proved that the nite index set I in Theorem 1
an be repla ed by a ompa t set. Their theorem an be stated as follows.

Theorem 4.4 Let f (x; y) be a ontinuous fun tion on X  I where X is a polytope
in Rm and I is a ompa t set in Rn . Let g(x) = maxy2Y f (x; y). If f (x; y) is
on ave with respe t to x, then the minimum value of g(x) over X is a hieved at
some riti al point.
The proof of this theorem is also the same as the proof of Theorem 4.1 ex ept
that the existen e of the neighborhood V needs to be derived from the ompa tness
of I and the existen e of x^ needs to be derived by Zorn's lemma.

5. Geometri Inequalities
Theorem 4.1 was rst used in a proof of the following geometri inequality.

Theorem 5.1 Let D, E and F be three points on three edges BC , CA and AB of
a triangle ABC , respe tively. Let per(4ABC ) denote the perimeter of the triangle
ABC . Then
per(4DEF )  min(per(4AEF ); per(4BF D); per(4CDE )):
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This inequality was proposed by Debrummer in 1956 and by Oppenhein in 1960.
It was appeared in Ameri an Mathemati s Monthly as the 4964th problem in 1961.
During 1961-1967, it obtained several proofs given by Dresel [?℄, Breus h [?℄, Croft
[?℄, Zalgaller [?℄, and Szekers [?℄. Using Theorem 2.1, Du [?℄ gave a new proof. This
proof is not the simplest one. However, it is more general. In fa t, it is suitable for
similar inequalities. We introdu e this proof as follows.
Proof of Theorem 5.1. Let us x DEF and vary ABC . Consider the following
fun tion

f (A; B; C ) = min(per(4AEF ); per(4BF D); per(4CDE )):
As shown in Figure 5, A varies in the area WA bounded by EF and extensions of
DE and DF . Similarly, B and C varies in areas WB and WC , respe tively. De ne
A*

F

E

D
B*

C*

Fig. 5.

WA , WB and WC .

8
<

X = (A; B; C ) 2 WA  WB  WC
:

B; D; C are olinear,
C; E; A are olinear,
A; F; B are olinear

9
=
;

:

We want to prove that for (A; B; C ) 2 X ,

f (A; B; C )  per(4DEF ):
Note that three points (x1 ; y1), (x2; y2 ) and (x3 ; y3) are ollinear if and only if

x1 y1 1
x2 y2 1 = 0:
x3 y3 1

(1)
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Thus, X is a polyhedran of dimension three, whi h is an unbounded region. To
obtain a polytope, onsider 4A B  C  with D, E , F as its middle points of three
 A be the bounded part obtained from utting WA by a
edges (see Figure 5). Let W
line `A parallel to EF . If `A is suÆ iently far away from EF , then A is an interior
 A . Similarly, we an de ne polygons W B and W
 C . Suppose that the
point of W
A W
B W
 C to repla e
polytope X is obtained from the de nition of X by using W
WA  WB  WC . Clearly, to prove (1), it suÆ es to prove that for every X ,
max


(A;B;C )2X

f (A; B; C ) = per(4DEF ):

(2)

Note that per(4AEF ), per(4BF D) and per(4CDE ) are onvex fun tions with
respe t to (A; B; C ). By Theorem 4.1, the maximum value of f (A; B; C ) over X is
a hieved at a g-vertex. If this g-vertex is an interior point of X , then it must be
(A ; B  ; C  ). In this ase, (2) holds. If this g-vertex (A; B; C ) is on the boundary
 A or W
 B or W
 C.
of X , then at least one of A, B and C is on the boundary of W

Without loss of generality, assume that A is on the boundary of WA . If A is on
EF or the extensions of DE and DF , then one of per(4AEF ), per(4BF D) and
per(4CDE ) equals twi e the length of an edge of 4DEF whi h is smaller than
per(4DEF ). Thus, this A must be on `A . When `A is suÆ iently far from EF ,
BF and CE are almost parallel. In the limiting ase that BF and CE are parallel,
either B lies in 4B  DF and is di erent from B  or C lies in 4C  ED and is di erent
from C  (Figure 6). Thus, either per(4BDF ) < per(4B  DF ) = per(4DEF ) or
per(4CED) < per(4DEF ). Therefore, in this ase (2) also holds when `A moves
suÆ iently far from 4A B  C  . 2

A*

F

E

C
B*

C*
D

B

Fig. 6.

BF

and CE are almost parallel.

Note that the area of 4AEF an be omputed by the following formula:

S4AEF =

1 xA yA 1
x y 1
2 x E yE 1
F F
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whi h a linear fun tion with respe t to A where xA and yB are oordinates of A.
Thus, a similar argument yields the following.

Theorem 5.2 Let D, E and F be three points on three edges BC , CA and AB of
a triangle ABC , respe tively. Then
max(S4AEF ; S4BF D ; S4CDE )  S4DEF

 min(S4AEF ; S4BF D ; S4CDE ):

Sin e S4AEF is linear and per(4AEF ) is onvex with respe t to A, the ratio
per(4AEF )=S4AEF is psuedo- onvex in A. Note that

per(4AEF )=S4AEF = 2=r4AEF
where r4AEF is the radius of the ir le ins ribed
argument also yields the following.

4AEF . Therefore, the above

Theorem 5.3 Let D, E and F be three points on three edges BC , CA and AB of
a triangle ABC , respe tively. Then
max(r4AEF ; r4BF D ; r4CDE )  r4DEF :

6. Approximation Performan e
Many optimization problems are NP-hard. So, their optimal solutions are unlikely
omputed in polynomial time. For these problems, polynomial-time approximations
are useful. One way to design a polynomial-time approximation is as follows: put
some restri tion on feasible solutions so that the optimal solution under this restri tion an be omputed in polynomial time and use this optimal solution for the
restri ted problem to approximate the optimal solution for the original problem.
To be expli it, onsider the problem
min k (x)
k 2K

whi h is NP-hard. Let I  K su h that

min i(x)
i2I
an be omputed in polynomial time. Now, we use the se ond one to do an approximation of the rst one. Usually, the performan e of approximation is measured by
the following ratio:
mink2K k (x)
 = min
:
x mini2I i(x)
Clearly, the larger is this ratio, the better is the approximation. Proving the lower
bound of this ratio an be transformed to a minimax problem. In fa t, suppose that
we want to prove   0 . Then it suÆ es to prove that for any x,
min k (x)  0 min i (x):
i2I

k 2K
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This is equivalent to that for any x and k 2 K ,

k (x) 0 min i (x)  0;
i2I

that is,

max(k (x) 0 i (x))  0:
i2I
Thus, it suÆ es to prove that for any k 2 K ,

min
max( (x) 0 i (x))  0:
x i2I k
For example, let us onsider the Steiner tree problem.
The Steiner tree problem is a lassi intra table problem with many appli ations
in the design of omputer ir uits, long-distan e telephone lines, or mail routing, et .
Given a set P of points in a metri spa e, the problem is to nd a shortest network
inter onne ting the points in the set. The optimal solution of this problem is alled
the Steiner minimum tree on the point set P . The Steiner minimum tree may have
some verti es not in P . Su h verti es are alled Steiner points while the verti es in
P are alled regular points.
A spanning tree on P is a tree inter onne ting all points in P under restri tion
that all edges are between the points in P . In the other words, no Steiner point is
allowed to exist. The minimum spanning tree is the shortest spanning tree. While
the Steiner minimum tree problem is intra table, the minimum spanning tree an be
omputed pretty fast. Thus, we an use the minimum spanning tree to approximate
the Steiner minimum tree. In this ase, the approximation performan e ratio is
alled the Steiner ratio.
The topology of a tree is the adja ent relation or the adja ent matrix of the
tree. Let t(P ) denote the minimum tree with topology t on the point set P . Let
`(t(P )) denote the length of the tree t(P ). Suppose that all topologies of trees
inter onne ting P form a set K and all topologies of spanning trees on P form a set
I . Then the Steiner minimum tree and the minimum spanning tree problems an
be represented respe tively as follows:
min `(t(P )) and min `(s(P )):
t2K
s2I
The lengths of the Steiner minimum tree and the minimum spanning tree on the
point set P are denoted respe tively by LS (P ) and LM (P ). From the above analysis,
to prove a lower bound 0 for the Steiner ratio, it suÆ es to prove that for any t 2 K

min max[`(t(P )) 0 `(s(P ))℄  0:
P s2I
A topology t in K is full if every regular point is a leaf. If a regular point is not
a leaf, then this topology an be de omposed at this point into two or more subtree
topologies. In this way, every topology t in K an be de omposed into edge-disjoint
full topologies t1 ,   , th respe tively inter onne ting subsets P1 ,   , Ph of P . Note
that the union of minimum spanning trees for P1 ,   , Ph is a spanning tree for P .
Thus,
p
8k `(tk (Pk ))  0 LM (Pi ) =) `(t(P ))  23 LM (P ):
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It follows that to prove the lower bound 0 for the Steiner ratio, it suÆ es to prove
that for every full topology t in K ,
min max[`(t(P )) 0 `(s(P ))℄  0:
P s2I

(3)

7. Gilbert-Pollak Conje ture
In 1968, Gilbert
and Pollak [19℄ onje tured that the Steiner ratio in the Eu lidean
p
plane is 3=2. Through many e orts [2, 3, 6, 7, 8, 21, 23℄, this onje ture was
nally proved by Du and Hwang [11, 9, 10℄. Their proof is motivated from the
transformation in Se tion 6.
Note that the Steiner minimum tree in the Eu lidean plane has the following
properties.
(S1) All leaves are regular points.
(S2) Any two edges meet at an angle of at least 120o.
(S3) Every Steiner point has degree at least three.
A tree satisfying the above three onditions and inter onne ting all regular points
(i.e., all points in P ) is alled a Steiner tree. Clearly, in a full Steiner tree, every angle equals 120o . Thus, the full Steiner tree an be determined by all its edge-lengths
provided the topology of the tree is xed. Let us give the following notations.

t(x): the full Steiner tree with topology t and edge-lengths (x1;    ; x2n 3) (= x).
P (t; x): the set of all leaves of the tree t(x).
s(t; x): the spanning tree with topology s for the point set P (t; x).
Now, (3) an be written as

p

3
min
max(x1 +    + x2n 3
`(s(t; x))  0
(4)
x s2I
2
where I is the set of spanning tree topologies for the set of n points. Note that for
any > 0, P (t; x) is similar to P (t; x). Thus, `(s(t; x)) = `(s(t; x)). This means
that among all similar point sets, we need to onsider only one. So, it suÆ es to
onsider x with x1 +    + x2n 3 = 1. De ne

ft;s (x) = 1

p

3
`(s(t; x))
2

and

X = fx = (x1;    ; x2n 3) j x1  0;    ; x2n 3  0; x1 +    + x2n

1

= 1g:

To show (4), it suÆ es to prove that for every full Steiner tree topology t,
min max ft;s(x)  0:

x2X s2I

The next lemma shows that ft;s(x) is a on ave fun tion in x.

Lemma 7.1 ft;s(x) is a on ave fun tion in x.
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Proof. It suÆ es to prove that `(s(t; x)) is a onvex fun tion in x. Let A and B

be two regular points. We show that the distan e between A and B , d(A; B ) is a
onvex fun tion of x. Find a path in T whi h onne ts points A and B . Suppose the
path has k edges with lengths x10 ; :::; xk0 and with dire tions e1; :::; ek, respe tively,
where e1 ; :::; ek are unit ve tors. Then d(A; B ) = kx10 e1 +    + xk0 ek kD . Note that
a norm is a onvex fun tion and the part inside the norm is linear with respe t to
x. Thus, d(A; B ) is a onvex fun tion with respe t to x. Finally, we noti e that the
sum of onvex fun tions is also a onvex fun tion. 2
By Theorem 4.1, the problem is redu ed to the problem of nding the minimax
value at riti al points. Note that the transformation between the Steiner ratio
problem and the minimax problem is based on a mapping between sets of n points
in the Eu lidean plane and points in the (2n 3)-dimensional spa e. Thus, ea h
riti al point orresponds to a set of n points with a ni e geometri stru ture, alled
a riti al stru ture. Finally, verify the onje ture on the point set with riti al
stru ture.
For a te hni al reason, we also need to modify Gilbert-Pollak onje ture at the
beginning. This modi ation is ne essary be ause the riti al stru ture obtained
above is not ni e enough to be able to handle. This modi ation will make the
riti al stru tion mu h ni er. In the next se tion, we give the proof in details.

8. Re ne the Proof of Du and Hwang
In the following, we will re ne the proof for Gilbert-Pollak onje ture by using Theorem 4.3. We will show how to modify Gilbert-Pollak onje ture, how to determine
the riti al stru ture and how to verify the onje ture for the point set with riti al
stru ture.
8.1. Chara teristi

Area and Inner Spanning Trees

Consider a full Steiner tree t(x). Two regular points are alled adja ent if one an be
rea hed from the other by always moving in a lo kwise dire tion or always moving
in a ounter lo kwise dire tion. Clearly, ea h regular point has two other adja ent
regular points.
Now, onsider two adja ent regular points A and B with the path AS1    Sk B
onne ting them. Note that there is a point Si su h that A lies inside of every
angle on the path AS1    Si and B lies inside of every angle on the path Si    Sk B .
Thus, onne ting A to S1 ; :::; Si and B to Si ; :::; Sk, we obtain 4AS1 S2 , 4AS2 S3 ,
  , 4ASi 1 Si , 4ASi B , 4BSi Si+1 , ..., 4Bk 1Sk . Pasting these triangle along
their edges su h that every point between them has a neighborhood isometri to a
neighborhood in the Eu lidean plane, we obtain a simply onne ted region either
in the plane or in a multilayer Rimann surfa e (Figure 7). Call this region a ell.
Pasting all ells along all edges in t(x) results in an area su h that every point on t(x)
has a neighbothood isometri to a neighborhood in the Eu lidean plane. Clearly, the
area is a simply onne ted region in a multilayer Rimann surfa e. It is not unique
(Figure 7(a)(b)). However, they all satisfy the following properties:
(R1) Every point has a neighborhood isometri to a neighborhood in the Eu-
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Si

Si

S1

B

S1

B

A

A

(a)

(b)

B
A

Si

S i+1
(c)

Fig. 7. Simple onne ted region in multilayer Rimann surfa e.

lidean plane.
(R2) All regular points lie on the boundary.
(R3) t(x) lies inside of the area.
Those areas are alled hara teristi area of t(x). We will use C (t; x) to represent
any one of them.
As x varies the hara teristi area C (t; x) varies. For some x, t(x) may have selfinterse tion in the Eu lidean plane but has no self-interse tion in C (t; x) (see Figure
8). Let us allow su h x together with C (t; x) in our onsideration. Let X (t; x)

Fig. 8. A monotone path with and without self- rossing.
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denote the set of all edge-length ve tors y su h that x together with C (t; x) an be
smoothly moved to y by varing the edge-lengths of all triangles whi h onsist of the
hara teristi area. Clearly, for any y 2 X (t; x), C (t; y) also has the properties (R1),
(R2) and (R3). If none of the triangles in C (t; y) is degenerated, then y must be an
interior point of X (t; x). Thus, for every boundary point y of X (t; x), C (t; y) must
have a degenerated triangle. This means that this triangle has either an angle of
180o or an edge of length zero. Look at ba k the triangles 4AS1 S2 ,   , 4ASk B .
In ea h of them, every angle other than the angle at A is at most 120o . So, only
the angle at A may vary to 180o . This fa t implies that for a boundary point y of
X (t; x), one of the following two ases has to o ur:
(B1) y has at least one zero- omponent.
(B2) t(y) has a regular point lies on the path from the regular point to an adja ent
regular point. (For example, in Figure 9, (a) is not in Case (B2) be ause the regular
point and the path whi h seem to overlap are in di erent layers. But, (b) is in Case
(B2).)

(a)

(b)
Fig. 9. (b) is in Case (B2) but (a) is not.

A spanning tree on P (t; x) is alled an inner spanning tree with respe t to t(x)
and a hara teristi area C (t; x) if it lies inside of C (t; x). Let I (t; x) denote the set
of inner spanning tree topologies. We will prove the following.

Theorem 8.1 For every full Steiner tree topology t and any hara teristi area
C (t; x),
min max ft;s(x)  0:
x2Xt s2I (t;x)
Theorem 8.1 is equivalent to

p

3
L (P (t; x))
2 N
where LN (P (t; x)) is the length of the minimum inner spanning tree with respe t to
t(x). Sin e LN (P (t; x))  LM (P (t; x)), Gilbert-Pollak onje ture is a onsequen e
of Theorem 8.1.

LS (P (t; x)) 
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De ne

gt (x) = max ft;s(x)
s2I (t;x)

and

M (t; x) = fi 2 I (t; x) j ft;s (x) = gt(x)g:
To use Theorem 4.3, we need to prove the following.
Lemma 8.2 For every interior point x of Xt , there is a neighborhood of x su h that
for any y in the neighborhood, M (t; y)  M (t; x).

2 M (t; x) there exists a neighborhood U
of x su h that for any y 2 U , m is in I (t; y). For ontradi tion, suppose su h
a neighborhood does not exist. Then there is a sequen e of points yk onverging
to x su h that m 62 I (t; yk ). Thus every m(t; yk ) has at least one edge not in
the hara teristi area C (t; yk ). Sin e the number of edges is nite, there exists a
subsequen e of m(t; yk ) ea h of whi h ontains an edge not in C (t; x), but these edges
onverge to an edge AB in m(t; x). It is easy to see that AB is on the boundary of
the area C (t; x) and that A and B are not adja ent. (An edge between two adja ent
regular points always lies in the hara teristi area.) Sin e all verti es in an inner
spanning tree lie on the boundary of C (t; x), there is a regular point lying in the
interior of the segment AB , ontradi ting the minimality of m(t; x).
Now, we prove the lemma by ontradi tion. Suppose that there is a sequen e of
points yk onverging to x su h that for ea h yk , a spanning tree topology mk exists
su h that mk 2 M (t; yk ) n M (t; x). Sin e the number of spanning tree topologies is
nite, there is a subsequen e of points yk0 with the same mk0 , denoted by m. We
an also assume that this subsequen e lies inside of the neighborhood U of x. Thus,
for every k0 , `(m(t; yk0 )  `(m0 (t; yk0 )) for all m0 2 M (t; x) sin e M (t; x)  I (t; yk0 ).
Letting k0 ! 1, we obtain that `(m(t; x))  `(m0 (t; x)) for m0 2 M (t; x). Sin e
m 62 M (t; x), m(t; x) must not be an inner spanning tree. It follows that there exists
a neighborhood of x su h that for any point y in the neighborhood, m(t; y) is not an
inner spanning tree for t(y), ontradi ting the existen e of the subsequen e of points
yk0 . 2
Proof. First, we show that for any m

An immediate onsequen e of Lemma 8.2 is that gt (x) is ontinuous over interior
of Xt . Denote F (t) = minx2Xt gt(x). By Theorem 4.3 and Lemmas 7.1 and 8.2,
F (t) is a hieved at some riti al point. Choose a full topology t su h that F (t ) =
mint F (t) where t is over all full Steiner tree topologies on n regular points. We prove
Theorem 8.1 by ontradi tion. Suppose that Theorem 8.1 is false, i.e., F (t ) < 0,
and that n is the smallest number of regular points su h that F (t) < 0. From now
on, a point x in Xt is alled a minimum point i gt (x) = F (t).

Lemma 8.3 Every minimum point is an interior point of Xt .
Proof. Suppose to the ontrary that there exists a minimum point x on the boundary

of Xt . First, assume that (B1) o urs, that is, t (x) have some edges vanished. If
there is a vanished edge in ident to a regular point, then t (x) an be de omposed
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into several edge-disjoint smaller Steiner trees. Sin e every smaller Steiner tree has
fewer regular points, we an apply Theorem 8.1 to them. Note that a union of inner
spanning trees for the smaller Steiner trees is an inner spanning tree for t (x). We
nd a ontradi tion to F (t) < 0 by summing all inequalities. So, every vanished
edge is between two Steiner points. In this ase, we an nd a topology t satisfying
the following onditions (Figure 10).
(1) Two regular points are adja ent in t i they are adja ent in t .(t is alled a
ompanion of t when t satis es this ondition.)
(2) There is a tree T inter onne ting the n points in P (t; x), with the topology
t and with length less than `(t (x)).

Ai

Ai
A i+1

A i+1

Ai

Ai

A i+1

A i+1

Fig. 10. A ompanion.

To do so, let us rst note that
If the Steiner tree of topology t for P (t; x) exists, then there exists a parameter
ve tor y su h that P (t; y) = P (t; x). Let h = 1=`(t(y)). Sin e `(t(y))  `(T ) <
`(t (x)) = 1, h > 1. Note that t(hy) is similar to t(y). Hen e

ft;s (hy) =
=
=
<
=

p

1 ( 3=2)`(s(t; hy))
p
1 ( 3=2)h`(s(t; hy))
p
1 ( 3=2)h`(s(t; x))
gt (x)
F (t)

where s is a minimum spanning tree topology for the point sets P (t; hy) and P (t ; x).
Sin e hy 2 Xt , we have F (t)  gt (hy) < F (t), ontradi ting the minimality of
F (t ).
If the Steiner tree of topology t for P (t ; x) does not exist, then we annot use
the above argument dire tly sin e gt(y) is unde ned. (Remember that F (t) is the
minimum over all full Steiner topologies. So even though T is a shorter tree, there is
no ontradi tion to the minimality of F (t ).) Now, we onsider any tree of topology
t. Su h a tree an be determined by edge lengths and angles at every Steiner point.
Write the lengths into a length ve tor y and the angles into an angle ve tor .
Denote su h a tree by t(y; ). Two regular points is said to be adja ent in t(y; ) if
in a Steiner tree of topology t, the orresponding two regular points are adja ent.
Constru ting the hara teristi area for t(y; ) by onne ting every pair of adja ent
regular points, we an de ne an inner spanning tree and a minimum inner spanning
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tree for t(y; ) in a similar way. Let LN (t; y; ) denote the length of a minimum inner
spanning tree for t(y; ). We an also show the ontinuity of LN (t; y; ). Restri t
all angles to be between 0o and 360o and the sum of any three angles at the same
Steiner point to equal 360o . Let Yt be
the set of ve tors (y; ) with the des ribed
P
restri tions on  and the restri tions yip= 1 and y  0. Then Yt is ompa t. So,
the fun tion h de ned by ht(y; ) = 1 ( 3=2)Lt (y; ) rea hes its minimum in Yt.
We denote this minimum value by H (t). By an argument similar to that in the last
paragraph, we an prove that H (t) < F (t). Thus, H (t) < F (t).
Suppose that ht(y; ) = H (t). If all omponents of  equal 120o , then t(y; ) =
t(y) and y 2 Xt . Thus, F (t)  ht (y; ) = H (t), a ontradi tion. Therefore,  must
have a omponent less than 120o. Note that for an angle that is less than 120o in
t(y; ), at least one edge of the angle must be vanished, for otherwise, we an shorten
the tree without hanging the topology. Thus, t(y; ) ontains vanished edges. If
there exists a vanished edge in ident to a regular point, we de ompose h(y; ) and
nd a full topology t0 with fewer regular points su h that H (t0) < 0. If there exists
a vanished edge between two Steiner points, then we an nd a new ompanion t0 of
t su h that H (t0) < H (t). Repeating the above argument, we will obtain in nitely
many full topologies with at most n regular points, ontradi ting the niteness of
the number of topologies. Therefore, (B1) annot o ur.
Now, assume that (B2) o urs. So, t(x) (in its hara teristi area) has a regular
point tou hing an edge or another regular point. In the former ase, we an de ompose t(x) at the tou hing point to obtain two trees ea h with less than n regular
points. In the latter ase, we an redu e the number of regular points by one. In
either ase, an ontradi tion is a hieved by an argument similar to the one used at
the beginning of this proof. 2
8.2. Criti al Stru ture

In this subse tion, we want to determine the geometri stru ture of P (t ; x) for every
interior minimum point x in Xt . For simpli ity of notation, we use t for t in this
subse tion and the next subse tion.
Let (t; x) denote the union of minimum inner spanning trees for P (t; x). Let us
rst show some properties of (t; x).

Lemma 8.4 Two minimum inner spanning trees an never ross, i.e., edges meet
only at verti es.

Proof. Suppose that AB and CD are two edges rossing at the point E (Figure

11) and they belong to two minimum inner spanning trees T and T 0, respe tively.
Without loss of generality, assume that EA is the shortest one among the four
segments EA, EB , EC and ED. Removing the edge CD from the tree T 0, the
remaider has two onne ted omponents ontaining C and D, respe tively. Without
loss of generality, assume that A and C are in the same omponent. Note that
`(AD) < `(EA) + `(ED)  `(CD). If AD lies in the hara teristi area, then
onne ting the two omponents by AD results in a shorter inner spanning tree,
ontradi ting the minimality of T 0. If AD does not lie in the hara teristi area,
there must exist some regular points lying inside of the triangle EAD. Consider
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C
A

E

B

D

Fig. 11.

AB and CD

ross ea h other.

the onvex hull of those regular points and two points A and D. The boundary of
the onvex hull other than the edge AD must lie in the hara teristi area. This
boundary ontains a path from A to D. In this path there exists two adja ent
verti es whi h belong to di erent onne ted omponents of T 0 n fCDg. Conne ting
two su h adja ent verti es also results in an inner spanning tree shorter than T 0 , a
ontradi tion. 2

Lemma 8.5 Every polygon of (t; x) has at least 2 equal longest edges.
Proof. Suppose to the ontrary that (t; x) has a polygon Q with the unique longest

edge e. Let m be the minimum inner spanning tree ontaining e. For every edge
e0 of Q not in m, the union of m and e0 ontains a y le. If this y le ontains
e, then (m n feg) [ fe0 g is an inner spanning tree shorter than m, a ontradi tion.
Thus, su h a y le does not ontain e. Hen e, for every e0 in Q not in m, m has
a path onne ting two endpoints of e0 . These paths and e form a y le in m, a
ontradi tion. 2

Lemma 8.6 Let A, B and C be three regular points. Suppose that all three edges
AB , BC and CA lie in C (t; x). If the edge AB is in (t; x), then
`(AB )  max(`(AC ); `(BC )):
Moreover, if AB is in (t; x) and

`(AB )  max(`(AC ); `(BC ));
then either BC or CA is in (t; x) and also has the same length as AB .
Proof. To prove the rst half, for ontradi tion, suppose that

`(AB ) > max(`(AC ); `(BC )):
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Removal AB from the minimum spanning tree results in two onne ted omponents
ontaining A and B , respe tively. C is in one of the omponents. Thus, adding AC
or BC would result in a spanning tree shorter than the minimum spanning tree, a
ontradi tion.
The se ond half an be proved in a similar way. 2
Note that the hara teristi area of t(x) is bounded by a polygon of n edges.
Partitioning the area into n 2 triangles by adding n 3 edges, we will obtain a
network with n verti es and 2n 3 edges. This network will be alled a triangulation
of C (t; x). Let us rst ignore the full Steiner tree t(x) and onsider the relationship
between the vertex set and the length of edges. Note that in the previous dis ussion,
when we say that a set P of points is given, we really mean that the distan e between
every two points in the set is given, that is, relative positions between those points
have been given. With this understanding, we make the following observations.
(1) The vertex set (i.e., the set of regular points, P (t; x)) an be determined by
2n 3 edge lengths of the network.
(2) The 2n 3 edge-lengths are independent variables, that is, the network ould
vary by hanging any edge-length and xing all others as long as in ea h triangle,
the triangular inequality is preserved.
Note that every (t; x) an be embedded in a triangulation of C (t; x). Thus, all
edges in (t; x) are independent.
A (t; x) is said to have a riti al stru ture if (t; x) partitions C (t; x) into n 2
equilateral triangles. Su h a stru ture has the property that any perturbation would
hange the set of topologies of minimum inner spanning tree. The following lemma
shows that every minimum point has (t; x) with a riti al stru ture.

Fig. 12. A riti al stru ture.

Lemma 8.7 If x is a minimum point, then (t; x) divides C (t; x) into 2n
equilateral triangles (Figure 12).

3

Proof. First, let us embed (t; x ) into a triangulation of C (t; x). If the lemma is

false then one of the following must o ur:
(a) There is an edge in the triangulation whi h does not belong to (t; x).
(b) No edge in the triangulation does not belong to (t; x ). But, (t; x ) has a
nonequilateral triangle.
We will show that in ea h ase, the number of minimum spanning trees an be
in reased, i.e., we an nd another minimum point y su h that M (t; x )  M (t; y)
and M (t; x) 6= M (t; y).
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First, assume that (a) o urs. Let `0 be the length of the logest edge whi h is in
the triangulation but is not in (t; x ). We shrink all longest edges and keep other
edge-lengths until a new minimum spanning tree is produ ed. Let `00 be the length
of the longest edge at the last minute during the shrinking. Note that the triangular
inequality is always preserved in every triangle if shrinking happens to all logest
edges in the triangle or shrinking happens to the shortest edge in an isos eles. The
latter is guaranteed by Lemma 8.6. Thus, during the shrinking from `0 to `00, we do
not need to worry about the ondition on the triangular inequality.
Now, for ea h ` 2 [`0 ; `00℄, denote by P (`) the orresponding set of regular points.
Then P (`0) = P (t; x). Consider the set L of all ` 2 [`0 ; `00℄ satisfying the ondition
that there is a minimum point y in Xt su h that P (`) = P (t; y). Sin e `0 2 L, L is
nonempty. Moreover, L is a losed set sin e all minimum points form a losed set.
Now, onsider the minimal element ` of L. We may assume ` > `00 for if ` = `00,
then y meets the requirement already. Suppose P (` ) = P (t; y). Then for any
m 2 M (t; x), `(m(t; y)) = `(m(t; x )). Sin e both x and y are minimum points,
we have gt(x ) = gt (y), that is, the length of a minimum inner spanning tree for
P (t; x) equals that for P (t; y). Hen e M (t; x )  M (t; y). However, x is a riti al
point. Thus, M (t; x) = M (t; y). By Lemma 8.3, y is an interior point of Xt . This
means that there exists a neighborhood of ` su h that for ` in it, the Steiner tree
of topology t exists for the point set P (`). Thus, there exists `00 < ` < ` su h that
P (`) = P (t; z ) for some ve tor z (not-ne essarily in Xt but hz 2 Xt for some h > 0).
Sin e `(m(t; x)) is ontinuous with respe t to x, there is a neighborhood of y su h
that for every point y0 in the neighborhood, M (t; y0)  M (t; y). So, ` an be hosen
to make z satisfy M (t; z )  M (t; y), too. Note that M (t; x) = M (t; y) and for
every m 2 M (t; x), `(m(t; z )) = `(m(t; x )). It follows that for every m 2 M (t; x),
m(t; z ) is a minimum inner spanning tree for P (t; z ). Thus, M (t; z ) = M (t; x) and
gt(x ) = gt(z ). Suppose hz 2 X where h is a positive number. By the se ond half
of Theorem 4.3, gt (x ) = gt (hz ) = hgt(z ). So, h = 1, i.e., z 2 X . Hen e, z is a
minimum point, ontradi ting the minimality of ` .
In ase (b), we an give a similar proof by in reasing the length of all shortest
edges in (t; x ). 2
8.3. Hexagonal Trees

In this subse tion, we prove gt(x )  0 where x is a minimum point. To do this, we
begin with studying a di erent kind of trees. A tree in C (t; x) is alled a hexagonal
tree if every edge of the tree is parallel to some edge in (t; x). The shortest
hexagonal tree inter onne ting the point set P is alled a minimum hexagonal tree
on P . Let Lh (P ) denote the length of the minimum hexagonal tree on P . The
following relation was dis overed by Weng [25℄.

p

Lemma 8.8 Ls (P )  ( 3=2)Lh (P )
Proof. First, wepnote that if a triangle ABC has the angle at A not less than 120o,

then `(BC )  ( 3=2)(`(AB ) + `(AC )). Now, ea h edge of a Steiner minimum tree
an be repla ed by two edges meeting at an angle of 120o and parallel to the given
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dire tions. Therefore, the lemma holds. 2
A point on a hexagonal tree but not in P is alled a jun tion if the point is
in ident to at least three lines. A hexagonal tree for n points is said to be full if all
regular points are leaves. Any hexagonal tree an be de omposed into a union of
edge-disjoint smaller full hexagonal trees. Su h a smaller full hexagonal tree will be
said to be a full omponent of the hexagonal tree.
In the hexagonal tree, an edge is referred to as a path between two verti es
(regular points or jun tions). Thus, an edge an ontain several straight segments.
An edge is alled a straight edge if it ontains only one straight segment, and is
alled a nonstraight edge otherwise. Any two segments adja ent to ea h other in an
nonstraight edge meet at an angle of 120o sin e if they meet at an angle of 60o then
we an shorten the edge easily.
In any minimum hexagonal tree T , an edge with more than two straight segments an be repla ed by an edge with at most two segment. To see this, onsider
a nonstraight edge e in a minimum hexagonal tree T . Suppose A and B are two
endpoints of e. Then all shortest hexagonal paths from A to B form a parallelogram
(see Figure 13). This parallelogram must lie in C (t; x). For otherwise, the part of
A

e
B
Fig. 13. The parallelogram.

this parallelogram whi h is inside of C (t; x) must ontain a pie e of the boundary
of C (t; x). This boundary has to have at least two onse utive segments in the different dire tions in order to pass through the parallelogram without rossing e. The
ommon endpoint of the two segment is a regular point lying in the parallelogram.
Consider all su h regular points and all shortest hexagonal paths from A to B in
C (t; x). One of the paths must pass through one of the regular points, say C (see
Figure 13). Repla e e by this path and delete an edge in ident to C . This would
result in a shorter hexagonal tree, ontradi ting the minimality of T . Now, sin e the
parallelogram lies in C (t; x), we an use a path with at most two straight segments
to repla e e.
From now on, we make the onvention that any edge in a minimum hexagonal has
at most two straight segment. In addition, when we talk about an edge of a jun tion,
its rst segment is the segment in ident to the jun tion. The other segment, if it
exists, is the se ond segment of the edge. Note that the jun tions as shown in
Figure 14 an result in a shorter tree. Thus, those kinds of jun tions annot exist
in a minimum hexagonal tree.
Let T be a minimum hexagonal tree for the point set P with the maximum
number of full omponents.
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(b)

Fig. 14. Jun tions like these annot exist.

Lemma 8.9 T an be hosen to have the properties that every jun tion of degree
three in T has at most one nonstraight edge.
Proof. First, onsider a jun tion of degree three has two nonstraight edges. Then

these two edges have segments in the same dire tion. Flip the edges if ne essary to
line up these two segments, then the se ond segments of these two edges as well as
the rst segment of the third edge are three segments ea h lying ompletely on one
side of the line just onstru ted. Therefore one side has the majority of the three
segments and we an move the line to de rease the number of nonstraight edges (see
Figure 15).
For a jun tion of degree more than three, the proof is similar (see Figure 15). 2
Now, we omplete our proof for Theorem 8.1 by proving the following lemma.

Lemma 8.10 Let T be a minimum hexagonal tree for the point set P with the
maximum number of full hexagonal subtrees and the property in Lemma 8.9. Then

T is a minimum inner spanning tree.

Proof. Suppose that the lemma is false. Then T has a full omponent T 0 with at

least one jun tion. Suppose that T 0 inter onne ts a subset P 0 of P . Clearly, T 0 has
a jun tion J adja ent to two regular points A and B . (Otherwise, T 0 ontains a
y le.)
Let us rst onsider the ase that both edges AJ and JB are straight. If AJ
and JB are in di erent dire tions then J is a regular point. Hen e, they are in the
same dire tion. Let C be the third vertex adja ent to J . First, we an assume that
JC is straight for if JC is not straight, we an repla e it by a straight edge without
in reasing the length and the number of full omponents (Figure 16 (a)).
Sin e C being a regular point implies J being a regular point, we see that C is a
jun tion. We will show that one of the following o urs:
(a) J is a regular point.
(b) C an be moved further away from J .
Sin e the latter movement annot last forever, J is a regular point whi h ontradi ts
the de nition of the jun tion.
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Fig. 15. De rease the number of nonstraight edges.
A

J

B

A

J

B

C

D

C
(a)

(b)

Fig. 16. (a) in reases the number of full omponents; (b) shortens T 0.

Let l be a line through C , parallel to AB . If C has a straight edge overlapping l on
the right of C , then we go from C along the edges of T 0 to the left as far as possible.
Suppose that we end at a point D. Then `(CD) < `(JB ) for if `(CD)  `(JB ),
then JC an be moved to the right until J and B are identi al so that the number
of full omponents is in reased. Sin e `(CD) < `(JB ), D annot be a regular
point. For otherwise, we an move JC to tou h D whi h in reases the number of
full omponents. D annot be a jun tion, neither. In fa t, for otherwise, T 0 an
be shorten (Figure 16 (b)). Thus, D is a orner of a nonstraight edge. A similar
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situation happens to the left hand side of C . Now, we an move C further away
from J as shown in Figure 17. If C has no edge with segment overlapping l, then
C an also be moved further away from J . This movement annot happen forever.
Finally, C be omes a regular point. It follows that J is a regular point.
A

B

J

C

A

B

J

D

C

Fig. 17.

A

B

J

D

C

C is moved further away from J .

Se ondly, we onsider the ase that AJ is a straight edge and JB is a nonstraight
edge with a segment in the same dire tion as AJ . Flip JB , if ne essary, to line up
the two rst segments of AJ and JB . Let BD be the rst segment of JB . Then
D must be a regular point. If D is not identi al to B , then we an shorten T by
deleting an edge in ident to D. If D is identi al to B , then we go ba k to the rst
ase.
Thirdly, if AJ is a straight edge and JB is a nonstraight edge without a segment
in the same dire tion as AJ , then J an be moved either to A or to a regular point
(Figure 18) whi h in reases the number of full omponents.
J
J

J

A
B

B
B

A

Fig. 18.

A

J is moved to a regular point.

Sin e other ases are symmetri to the above three, the lemma is proved. 2
By Lemmas 8.8 and 8.10, for any minimum point x,

LS (P (t; x)) 
that is,

p

3
L (P (t; x))
2 N

gt (x )  0:

It follows that F (t)  0, ontradi ting the assumption that F (t) < 0. (Please note
that this t is the t in Se tion 8.1.) Therefore, Theorem 8.1 is proved.
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9. Dis ussion
Gao, Du and Graham [?℄ proved that in any normed plane, the Steiner ratio is at
least 2=3. Their proof is also based on a minimax theorem in Se tion 4.
Graham and Hwang [19℄ onje tured that the Steiner ratio in n-dimensional re tilinear spa e is n=(2n 1). The Graham-Hwang's onje ture an be easily transferred
to a minimax problem meeting the ondition requested by Theorem 1. For example, hoose lengths of all straight segments of an inter onne ting tree as parameters.
When the graph stru ture of the tree is xed, the set of original points an be determined by su h segments-lengths, the total length of the tree is a linear fun tion and
the length of a spanning tree is also a linear fun tion. Hen e, their linear ombination is a linear fun tion whi h is ertainly on ave. However, it is hard to determine
the riti al stru ture a ording to this transformation. To explain the diÆ ulty, we
noti e that in general the riti al points ould exist in both the boundary and interior of the polytope (see Theorem 1). In the proof of Gilbert-Pollak onje ture,
a ru ial fa t is that only interior riti al points need to be onsidered in a ontradi tion argument. The riti al stru ture of interior riti al points are relatively easy
to be determined. However, for the urrent transformation for the Graham-Hwang
onje ture, we have to onsider some riti al points on the boundary. It requires a
new te hnique, either determine riti al stru ture for su h riti al points or eliminate
them from our onsideration.
Pratt [21℄ onsider the problem of determining the Steiner
p ratio on a sphere. He
believep that the Steiner ratio on a sphere should also be 23 and proved that it is at
most 23 . The diÆ ulty for solving Pratt's problem is at the job (1). In fa t, if the
transformation in the proof of Gilbert-Pollak onje ture an meet the ondition in
some minimax theorem similar to Theorem 1, then the rest proof an also be moved
from there.
The k-Steiner ratio in a metri spa e is the largest lower bound for the ratio
between the lengths of the Steiner minimum tree and the minimum k-size Steiner
tree for the same given set of points where the minimum k-size Steiner tree (k-size
ST) is the minimum length network inter onne ting the given points and satisfying
the ondition that splitting the tree at ea h given point of degree more than one
results subtrees of given points at most k. (The minimum 2-size Steiner tree is in
fa t the minimum spanning tree.) The signi an e of determining the k-Steiner ratio
is stem from the study of polynomial-time heuristi s for the Steiner minimum tree
[1, 14, 23℄. Du, Zhang,
p Feng [14℄
p onje
p tured that in the Eu lidean plane, the
p and
3-Steiner ratio is (1 + 3) 2=(1 + 2 + 3). The proof of this onje ture is blo ked
at the diÆ ulty on hara terizing the riti al stru ture.
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